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Have you ever wondered how chakras and emotions are interconnected?
Today, you'll learn how to identify which chakras are out of balance and a
framework for working with your emotions on the physical level.
WHAT ARE THE CHAKRAS?
For those who don't know, the
chakras are wheels of subtle energy
located along the spine. Different
systems differ in just how many
chakras we have, but the most
commonly used system says we
have seven.
Chakras help us understand our
emotions and in turn understand ourselves. True healing recognizes that we
are multi-dimensional beings, with the body influencing the mind and vice
versa.
When you work with the chakras and emotions this way, it helps you to
stop feeling victimized by your emotions. Sadness, anger, jealousy — these
things aren't here to steal your joy.
They're messages from your soul, trying to give you important information.
The key is to stop judging yourself for feeling and instead, open your heart
to you rself.
Once you accept how you feel, you can accept who you are. A foundational
piece of self-love is accepting how you feel.
Understanding your emotions is a journey covered in great detail in my
course Emotionally Empowered. But today, I wanted to give you an
overview of how to use your emotions to understand yourself.
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HOW CHAKRAS HELP YOU EXPERIENCE HEAVEN ON EARTH
The first and second chakras, which relate to your material needs/fitting in
and your self-expression/standing out, correspond to Earth.
The third chakra, at the belly, relates to
willpower, but it’s also the sun that powers
all other chakras.
When you build naval power, it increases
your overall strength, both physically and
spiritually.
Also, the third chakra is a sort of transitional energy center. It’s the
midpoint between the lower, earth-based centers and the higher, more
heaven-bound centers.
A lot of times, people without much spiritual inclination will look to
material items to feel secure, whereas people who are more spiritually
inclined tend to seek security in connection to the universe.
Neither is good or bad, just different ways of experiencing the world. And
both can veer to excess, with possession sometimes turning into hoarding or
maybe some super “spiritual” people will ignore the lower centers and
escape earthly pain by living only in the higher centers.
The purpose of life isn’t to transcend the body, but to be in the body. So a
balance between the higher and lower centers helps us live in the body
gracefully.
When the centers are balanced, we have our feet on the earth and our head
full of heavenly love and inspiration!
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ROOT CHAKRA
This chakra is located at the base of the spine and relates
to feelings of groundedness.
This is our foundation in life and relates to feeling like
your basic needs, those necessary for survival, are met.
Out of balance, we fear that we won't have our needs met, and this results
in anxiety. We also feel like we're not good enough, or in fear, like we're not
safe.
To balance the root chakra and alleviate anxiety you can:
* Walk barefoot outside
* Lie on the ground. (Try a restorative yoga pose or simply lie in
savasana for a few moments. It's so relaxing.)
* Try a yoga pose that strengthens the first chakra, like crow
pose or child's pose.
* Surround yourself with the color red, or visualize it.

SACRAL CHAKRA
This chakra centers on the sacrum, which is the triangular
bone at bottom of the spine, connecting it to the hipbones.
It also encompasses the sex organs.
The second chakra relates to creativity, which also
includes the sex organs because they're where we create
life. Because this chakra is tied to the water element, it
represents our emotional experience.
If you repress your emotions, this chakra is likely out of balance.
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When this chakra is in balance, we gracefully allow ourselves to flow with
the rhythm of life. Out of balance, we feel stuck, uncreative or dispassionate, or ashamed of our bodies.
To balance the sacral chakra you can:
* Spend time in water. Take a bath or sit by a lake or the ocean, if
possible.
* Move your hips in circles. Dance, move wild and free to your
favorite song.
* Do something creative! Paint or sew. Make something, even if
you feel like it's not good.
* Do hip openers, like pigeon. Spend time in them because the
hips can take a long time to melt open. Increase your flexibility
overall.
* Feel your feelings. (Meditation is a great way to feel and heal
your feelings, and a great way to return to the flow of life. If
you're interested in learning how to meditate, click here.)

NAVAL CHAKRA (SOLAR PLEXUS)
This chakra, located by the belly button, relates to our
personal power and will. It's about the fire in the belly.
When this chakra is out of balance, you may feel angry,
full of guilt, or unable to influence the world around you.
It's like life happens to you and you have no power to
create the life you desire.
Balancing this chakra isn't about controlling life, but about recognizing
those things you do have influence over. It's about feeling worthy of taking
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up space. Out of balance, you likely also need external validation.
To balance this chakra:
* Strengthen the core. Practice plank pose or do yogi bicycles —
anything that fires up the belly. Increase your strength overall.
Strong body, strong mind.
* Surround yourself with the color yellow.
* Create strong boundaries to support a healthy sense of selfworth. Stop asking everyone else for advice, and go within to
find the answers. Meditation or journaling is a great way to find
those answers within.

HEART CHAKRA
This chakra is all about love! Balance in the first three
chakras supports an open heart. When you feel secure
in the world, it allows you to be creative and in the
flow of life. That security and fluidity then rise to
create a sense of personal power.
A strong solar plexus and personal boundaries protect
your open heart.
Out of balance, you may feel sad or lonely. This isn't a call to judge yourself,
but to love yourself.
To balance the heart chakra, you can:
* Practice backbends, known as heart openers in yoga. Do a
passive backbend. My favorite is placing a yoga block or rolled
up mat underneath my shoulder blades and relaxing into it for
five or 10 minutes.
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* Do cardio! This chakra relates to the lungs and circulatory
system. So getting your blood flowing is a wonderful way to
open your heart.
* Do things that fill your heart with joy. If you're not sure what
that is, ask yourself! What would bring you joy?
Eat green foods. Connect with the love of Mother Earth. Spend
time outside.

THROAT CHAKRA
This chakra is located — shocker — at the throat! It
relates to speaking our truth and speaking up for
what we believe in. However, it also relates to
comparison.
When we compare ourselves to others, it literally
closes down this chakra, reducing our capacity to
create our own lives.
This makes sense when you think about how focusing your energy on
another person naturally reduces the energy available to focus on your own
life.
Where attention goes, energy flows. So keeping your attention firmly on
your own life and your own possibilities will help you break free from
karmic cycles of action and reaction and instead actualize your soul’s
highest purpose.
Here too, it’s important to remember the energy of love from the fourth
chakra when speaking your truth. Speaking too bluntly or harshly and
without kindness is as much a symptom of imbalance as not speaking your
truth at all.
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To balance your throat chakra you can:
* Sing! In the car, in the shower — wherever. Have fun and let it
loose.
* Chant mantras. Mantras are great ways to calm the mind and
release anxiety. It can be wonderful to prepare the mind for
meditation by chanting. (We cover this more in The Magic of
Meditation.
* Yoga poses for the throat chakra include camel pose,
matsyasana (fish pose), child’s pose and standing forward fold
(uttanasana). You can also simply do gentle neck rolls.

THE THIRD EYE
This center, located between the eyes, is the center of
spiritual wisdom. It’s a sense of knowing beyond words,
or seeing what’s left unsaid. This is the chakra of
intuition and the sixth sense.
While blocks in the lower centers tend to be the most
stubborn because they come from family or society or other deep blocks, we
tend to be our own worst enemies when it comes to these higher chakras.
If you always ask everyone else’s advice, trusting outside wisdom over
your own inner voice, it ultimately intensifies the doubt you feel.
To enhance your intuition, take small steps. Ask yourself what you’d like to
eat for a meal or wear for the day and stay present to what comes up. Does
a picture emerge in your mind? A taste? An idea?
To balance this chakra:
* Meditate! Download a free meditation from my website.
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* Practice balancing postures like dancer’s pose or half moon
(ardha chandrasana). These poses require you to go within and
sense the vacillations of your inner world.
* Clear time away from electronics and television. Spend time
alone, harnessing your inner vision. Seek the company of nature,
plants and animals to feed your spirit and expand your
connection.

CROWN CHAKRA
This chakra is about knowing that we
are all one. This means that we are all
energy, and all created from the same
energy. It’s also about knowing that
although Earth appears very solid, it is
in fact, mostly space and water.
The crown chakra is where spiritual
energy enters our bodies. We all have
cords — kind of like umbilical cords — that rise from the crowns of our
heads up into the heavens.
The more you mediate, practice yoga and overall strengthen your spiritual
energy, the thicker your cord becomes. As more spiritual energy flows
through your body, you radiate. You can’t help but attract your destiny to
you because you are the embodiment of a spiritual being having a human
experience.
To balance this chakra:
* Meditate. Meditation is seriously the most important thing you
can do to connect to yourself. Practicing yoga is important to be
in the body, release stored emotions and build strength and
flexibility, but the physical practice is ultimately to prepare the
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body for meditation.
This can be taken more figuratively. You may have a way of
meditating that’s not traditional, but works for you. Maybe you
enjoy art or dancing or walking in the woods.
Any activity that helps you commune with your higher self, that
allows your brain to quiet and helps you experience a sense of
peace and connection to all that is — that’s meditation.

Take the next step and learn to meditate!
I hope you enjoyed this guide to the chakras and emotions! If you'd
like to take the next step and learn more about finding peace
through meditation and emotional healing, visit
SuzanneHeyn.com/online-courses.
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